
 

E4OD torque converter manual control (auto/lock) 

by LCAM-01XA 

 

This one is for those E4OD owners who are for the most part satisfied with how and when their transmission 

shifts, but in certain situations disagree with the PCM’s decision to unlock the torque converter and feel the 

need to be able to override said decision and keep the converter locked. There is a very quick and easy way to 

achieve this, however I do not think it is the correct way of going about, so I will not discuss it. The correct way 

to add manual lockup to your E4OD is via some setup that feeds the PCM a “dummy” TCC signal while you’re 

running in manual lock mode, for  this to work right we need 6 -pole toggle switch (correct term is actually dual-

pole-dual-throw, aka DPDT switch) - however said switch also needs to be of the On-On variety, in other words 

the toggle will switch from one side to the other, without an “off” position in the middle. 

With such a switch one of the two toggle positions will be our "manual lock" mode - when it is selected the 

converter will stay locked all the time in 3rd and 4th gear regardless of whether brakes are applied or not, until 

you either flip the switch back to "auto" mode or slow down enough to where the transmission drops out of 3rd 

gear. Due to the protective relay doing its thing, converter will NOT lock in 1st or 2nd gear. This setting seems to 

be most useful when you’re on the interstate, or you’re descending a long hill that would normally heat up your 

brakes. Vehicle speed needs to be 35mph or more if your foot is to be on the throttle. 

Our other toggle position is the “auto” mode - when you switch to it the TCC circuit effectively reverts to 

factory-designed operation as the PCM gets linked to the TCC directly, as if no mods were ever done to the 

system. The protective relay is bypassed in this mode so even tho it still clicks on and off as the transmission 

shifts between 2nd and 3rd gear it has no bearing on the TCC lockup. 

 Wiring code: 

• Purple wire with Yellow tracer (P/Y) - responsible for TCC operation, this is the one inside the 

transmission harness that you cut and extend both ends and feed them into the cab, the end from the 

TCC goes to the protective relay and the end from the PCM goes to the switch. 

• Orange wire with Yellow tracer (O/Y) - responsible for SS1 operation, lives in the transmission harness, 

however this one you do NOT cut, just a splice another wire into it and feed the new wire in the cab to 

the relay. 

• red wire - you need to add this one, use one of these "Add-A-Circuit" fuse holders that can be found at 

about any decent parts store, they're good for up to 10 amps on the aux circuit but you won't be pulling 

even half that. 

• black wire - this is the ground that will lock your converter when you select "manual lock" mode, so 

make sure it's grounded real good. 

• gray wires - those are optional, they are for the three LEDs: red LED is on when you're in "manual lock" 

mode, green LED is on when you're running into "auto" mode, and yellow LED comes on to warn you the 

converter will not lock cause the transmission is not in 3rd or 4th gear yet - basically you wait for the 

yellow to go off, and then switch between green ("auto" mode) and red ("manual lock" mode).  

 

***Please note that it is possible to wire the red LED so it follows the actual converter lockup in both "manual 

lock" and "auto" modes, however this will result in the red LED coming on whenever the PCM locks the 

converter so you'll often have both the red and the green LEDs glowing at you, and if some of the claims I've 

seen posted on the internet are correct and the PCM can and will actually lock the converter in 2nd gear you 

may end up with an entire traffic light on your dash - green cause you're running in "auto" mode, yellow cause 

you're still in 2nd gear, and red cause the PCM did in fact lock the converter.*** 

 

 



 


